The Death of Daniel Prude and the Birth of a Thousand Lies

In the spring of 2020, Rochester, New York, was poised for genuine police reform. Then came a 911 call for a Black man in crisis.

50 Child Street, Rochester

Valerie Stotts knew what she needed when she called 911 at 6:52 p.m. on March 22, 2020. Her 41-year-old brother-in-law had smoked PCP, and was suffering a psychotic break. He was disoriented and reciting Bible verses. He just then had come to hide out underneath a couch at the family house at 50 Child Street. Stotts was calm and direct with the 911 dispatcher.

“I need a police officer and an ambulance for a mental hygiene arrest,” she said.

The dispatcher seemed impressed. “Are you a doctor?” she asked.

Stotts said no, but she did her best to responsibly assess the situation for the dispatcher: Her brother-in-law did not have a weapon and was not suicidal; he was not being violent. “He’s scared,” she told the dispatcher.

Daniel Prude had set out the day before from Chicago, where he had lived since childhood. He was headed to Rochester, New York, to his brother Joe’s place. He had two

---

1 Page 5, paragraph 1 of Attorney General report.
2 Page 5 Attorney General report: “Mr. Prude advised the EMT that he had consumed PCP, marijuana, and alcohol.”
3 Can be heard on the recording of the 911 call here.
4 Page 4 of Attorney General report.
5 Valerie Stotts says on the 911 call that he was hiding under the couch.
6 Recording of the call here.
7 Recording of the call here.
8 Recording of the call here.
9 Page 5 of Attorney General report: “On March 21, 2020, 41-year-old Daniel Prude (“Mr. Prude”) boarded an Amtrak train in Chicago, bound for Rochester, New York, in order to visit his brother Joe Prude, with whom he shared a close relationship.”
suitcases, one red, the other black, for he intended to spend significant time at Joe’s house on Child Street. Daniel had made it as far as Buffalo on an Amtrak train before he was kicked off for smoking. The police had been called.

“Male on inbound train refusing to listen to orders,” a police report said. “Continues to smoke on train from Chicago due in at 8:45 hours.”

Two and a half hours later, Daniel was found by police wandering some three miles from the train stop in Buffalo. A pair of officers had a polite, if not entirely coherent conversation with him. He said he had no money, and unsure where he was, he asked the officers to take him to downtown Chicago. Later, he said his aim was to walk the rest of the way to Rochester.

“That’s a seven- or eight-hour walk,” one of the officers said. The officers asked about his ultimate destination.

“To be with my family,” Daniel said.

The officers asked Daniel if he wanted to go to a homeless shelter. Daniel eagerly agreed. He admitted he’d been drinking beer and was likely drunk. He said he smoked marijuana and “a little bit of PCP every once in a while.”

“It’s legal in Chicago,” Daniel said.

“What is? PCP?” an officer asked.

“No, no,” Daniel said, “That shit will drive you crazy.”

---

10 Page 4 of the [Attorney General report](#): “… in order to visit his brother Joe Prude, with whom he shared a close relationship.”
11 Page 4 of [Attorney General report](#): “At approximately 9:00 A.M., on March 22, 2020,1 at the Amtrak station just outside of Buffalo, New York, Mr. Prude was asked to disembark because he had been smoking cigarettes onboard.”
12 Page 154 of [police report](#): “MALE ON IN BOUND TRAIN REFUSING TO LISTEN TO ORDERS CONTINUES TO SMOKE ON TRAIN FROM CHICAGO DUE IN AT 8:45 HRS.”
13 Body camera footage of this interaction [here](#).
14 Body camera footage of this interaction [here](#). “I smoke a little PCP and marijuana every once in a while.”
15 Body camera footage of this interaction [here](#).
With that, Daniel got in a squad car, and was taken to the Harbor House homeless facility in Buffalo. Joe Prude was eventually contacted, and he came to pick up Daniel and take his brother the rest of the way to Rochester.

Now on the phone with the 911 dispatcher, Valerie Stotts, Joe’s wife, detailed what Daniel was saying and doing. Daniel at one point had thrown himself head first down the 21 stairs to the house’s basement. He was, as Valerie spoke, awake and breathing, but unhinged: “He’s out of his mind.”

To make her case, Valerie decided to put Daniel on the phone. “Save my life, please,” he said to the dispatcher.

The dispatcher got Valerie back on the phone. Had Daniel had prior mental health crises, she asked. Not that she knew of, Valerie said. “But he damn sure is now.”

The first woman ever elected mayor of Rochester, Lovely Ann Warren, was sworn in on January 1, 2014. An African American born and raised in Rochester, Warren had become a lawyer, and had served as president of the City Council. At 37, she had defeated an incumbent in the Democratic primary, and her success was thrilling for many people of color in the city.

“Her biography resonated with people. She was the first Black candidate to become mayor who had real roots in Rochester,” said Gary Craig, a veteran reporter for the Democrat and Chronicle, the city’s daily newspaper. “Her victory was stunning to the political establishment. Those who had a better sense of the city were less surprised.”

---

16 Page 4 of Attorney General report: “The CPD officers took Mr. Prude to the Harbor House homeless shelter in the City of Buffalo.”
17 Page 4 of Attorney General report: “Joe Prude then traveled to Buffalo to pick his brother up from the shelter and brought Daniel Prude back to his house…”
18 Recording of the call here.
19 Rochester Wiki, official press release, and Democrat and Chronicle.
20 New York Times: “A lawyer and onetime president of the City Council, Ms. Warren was the city’s first female mayor and the youngest in the modern era.” Wikipedia indicates she was born in Rochester. Rochester Wiki says the same.
21 Warren was born in 1977, and she was sworn in when 37. Rochester Wiki and Wikipedia.
22 New York Times: “She was first elected in 2013 after scoring a stunning upset against a Democratic incumbent.” See also Rochester City Newspaper: “City Council President Lovely Warren has soundly defeated Tom Richards in the Democratic primary for mayor.”
Warren’s mother had once worked for Kodak, her father for Xerox. But what she called a middle-class family was badly ruptured when her father became addicted to crack cocaine. Warren talked about her childhood as part of a project for at-risk youngsters in Rochester called Creating Hope. She spoke with honesty and hurt — and hope, too.

“When I was about 13, my mom went to pick my dad up at a house where he was using drugs,” Warren wrote. “When we got home he started to leave again, and I ran after him and asked, ‘Are you going to choose drugs over me?’ And he left. I fell on the floor crying and screaming.”

Drugs, Warren said, were a part of the daily scene in her neighborhood. She had friends “in the street life,” hustling and dealing. She felt at risk herself.

“At this point, I spiraled a little out of control,” Warren said. “I began getting in fights. I was very, very angry. A vice principal of my school said to me, ‘Don’t become a victim of your circumstances. Don’t let your problems at home define your future. This pain won’t last always. Imagine yourself as a lawyer. Concentrate on your future, not on the right now.’”

In office, Warren wanted to do something both for the right now and the future — remake and reform the Rochester Police Department. Concerns about police misconduct and brutality had marked Rochester’s history for more than a century.

Police brutality had regularly brought Malcolm X to Rochester, to speak and to organize, and the U.S. Department of Justice at one point found it necessary to crack down on the department, according to “Strike the Hammer,” a history of policing in Rochester by Laura Warren Hill. Rochester, whose Black population had soared from 3,000 to 50,000 from 1940 to
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23 *The Buffalo News*: “With parents who worked for city fixtures Eastman Kodak and Xerox, a grandfather who was shot working security, her father’s struggles with drug addiction.” The *Democrat and Chronicle*: “During a career as a health aide in nursing homes and hospitals, she was dedicated to her geriatric patients, the mayor said.”

24 *Creating Hope* interview.

25 *Creating Hope* interview.

26 *Feature* when she had just become mayor: “The mayor has also been focused on crime and police transparency; in December, she proposed a Police Accountability Board that could investigate and subpoena members of the local force.”

27 *Rochester City Newspaper*: “Yet now, a new task force is asking the same questions about policing that were raised and supposedly addressed by the Crimi Committee nearly a half-century ago, including matters of domestic disputes, recruitment, neighborhood relations, psychological testing of officers, and firearms training.” *The Appeal*: “In the last decade, Rochester has been named as a defendant in at least 40 federal lawsuits accusing police officers of using violent excessive force.” *CBS*: “A federal civil rights lawsuit was filed Monday against city and police officials in Rochester, New York, alleging decades of "inhumane" and racist police violence against demonstrators and residents.”

28 *Democrat & Chronicle*. 
1970, suffered an infamous police raid on a mosque in 1963 and saw the vicious beating of a local African American man whose crime was that he happened to get drunk at a block party.\textsuperscript{29}

Then, in 1964, a police response to a call for help at a gathering of Black neighbors set off three days of unrest. Five people were dead, 900 were arrested, and damage to local property and businesses ran to more than $2 million.\textsuperscript{30}

“This of all the obstacles that African Americans in Rochester faced,” Hill wrote in her book, “none caused a more immediate, visceral and emotive response than police brutality.”

But despite angry and repeated calls for change, the department had endured as an overwhelmingly white force in a city that was almost 40 percent African American by the 21st century.\textsuperscript{31}

Lovely Warren vowed that her administration would be different. For her, it was personal; one of her relatives had been among the first citizens of the city to receive a financial settlement for mistreatment at the hands of police — $12,000 in 1962 for a broken back suffered after the relative was mistaken for a burglar. During her time as mayor, a local newspaper got hold of records showing that her husband had a brush with the law as a juvenile. She suspected the police had leaked the records.\textsuperscript{32}

Early in her tenure, then, Warren had taken a modest step toward change when she ended an electronic ticketing program for running red lights that she worried discriminated against the city’s minority residents.\textsuperscript{33} She also committed $2 million to institute a program requiring officers to wear body cameras.\textsuperscript{34} The initiative had overwhelming public backing, with one survey showing that 87 percent of people in Rochester approved.

When they announced the program, city officials said the aim was “to improve the quality of public service and promote the perceived legitimacy, sense of fairness and procedural justice the community has about the Rochester police department.”\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{29} \textit{This} is where that stat is from, which cites University of Rochester as the source.
\textsuperscript{30} \textit{Democrat and Chronicle}.
\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Census 2010 and 2020}.
\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Democrat and Chronicle}: “While Warren may have been unaware of her husband’s crimes, it was the 2021 search of their shared city home that added more baggage for her to carry during a re-election campaign.” \textit{Politico}.
\textsuperscript{33} \textit{Democrat and Chronicle}, \textit{Rochester City Newspaper}, and \textit{WXXI}.
\textsuperscript{34} \textit{City of Rochester press release}.
\textsuperscript{35} \textit{City of Rochester press release}: “Improve the quality of public service and promote the perceived legitimacy, sense of fairness and procedural justice the community has about the RPD.”
The momentum for making meaningful reform only seemed to grow as Warren, a rising star who once was mentioned as a candidate to be lieutenant governor, won a second term as mayor.

In 2019, Warren made La’Ron Singletary the chief of police. Singletary was also a child of Rochester, born and raised in the very communities that had often found themselves at odds with, and sometimes abused by, Rochester’s police force. Meanwhile, the police and local district attorney’s office were in discussions with a national nonprofit organization renowned for its analysis of criminal justice data aimed at highlighting racial and other disparities. The hope was to use the hard-to-get statistics to pursue criminal justice reforms. Local activists were well organized and worked up, unafraid to press the case for systemic change.

One startling step forward for the Warren administration came when legislation was passed in 2019 creating an independent oversight board to investigate claims of abuse and punish offending officers. The board’s proposed ability to play a direct role in disciplining officers was all but unprecedented. And the need for it, many felt, was acute.

But enacting and sustaining police reforms can be a formidable challenge. Improved training tends to be costly. Diversifying the ranks of officers takes creativity and commitment. Police unions typically resist seeing their officers disciplined by independent overseers.

Even when progress is made in reforming the police and gaining the public’s trust, the very people with the power to effect change can undercut it. When disaster strikes on any government administration’s watch, the best intentions can be swamped by self-interest. Scandal becomes something to be managed, not confronted. The full and damning details of individual episodes of misconduct can be intentionally shrouded. Careers can end and hope for lasting change can be irreparably harmed.

All of that happened in Rochester across the summer of 2020, a secretive and chaotic six months during which city officials who had proven themselves as reformers betrayed their principles and each other, all of it beginning with the call for help at 50 Child Street.

…………

36 City of Rochester press release.

37 Board website: “In 2019, Rochesterians overwhelmingly voted to amend the City’s constitution (the City Charter) to create the Police Accountability Board.”
On Child Street that March day, four Rochester police officers eventually responded to Valerie’s 911 call. Each of the officers wore body cameras.

Daniel was still talking wildly.

“My name is Lucifer.”

“Don’t let me live. Don’t let them kill me.”

But he agreed to be handcuffed and was walked without incident toward a waiting ambulance. At one point Joe put his arm around his brother; he poked Daniel’s chest and slapped his cheek, but got no reaction.

Inside the ambulance, Daniel said that he had smoked PCP. When he coughed, a medical mask was put on him. The coronavirus pandemic was in its early, menacing stages.

Daniel was taken to Strong Memorial Hospital. The hospital could only keep Daniel in its care if doctors determined he was a risk to himself or others. Notes from the hospital staff show that Daniel was intoxicated with PCP, but that he was seeming to stabilize. “No other acute findings,” the staff concluded. “Entirely normal mental exam, showed no evidence of psychosis, mania or intoxication at that time.”

At 10:51 p.m., Daniel was discharged and sent back to his brother Joe’s house in a medical taxi.

Joe was surprised and upset that Daniel had been released from the hospital. He suspected that the hospital staff, worried and overworked by the pandemic, were eager to get Daniel out the door. Joe guessed at the hospital’s cutthroat thinking about Daniel: “We’re going to stay alive. Fuck his life.” Medical personnel at the hospital later testified that Daniel had been treated appropriately and responsibly.

---

38 Body camera footage of this interaction here, which notes PO’s Thomas, LaClair, Melendez, and Seng.
39 Body camera footage of this interaction here.
40 Page 5 of police report.
41 Page 5 of Attorney General report: “He coughed, prompting members of the ambulance crew to place a medical (non-spit) mask over his face to guard against Covid-19.”
42 Page 85 of police report: “…had an entirely normal mental status exam, showed no evidence of psychosis, mania or intoxication at that time.”
43 Page 5 of Attorney General report: “…at 10:51 P.M., Strong Hospital discharged Mr. Prude back to the Child St. home of his brother, Joe Prude.”
44 From an interview with Joe Prude by Joe Sexton.
45 From an interview with Joe Prude by Joe Sexton.
Back home, Joe and Daniel wound up in the kitchen, talking late into the night. They were two of five children raised in the Lawndale Gardens housing complex on Chicago’s South Side, which Joe called “The devil’s playground.” Joe said he got out before he wound up dead from drugs or gang violence.

Joe talked with Daniel about pulling his life together. Daniel, depressed and using drugs, had been sent by his father and sister to live with Joe in a bid to save Daniel from himself. Suddenly, at the table, Daniel became agitated. He asked Joe to go get him a cigarette. As Joe stepped into the living room, he heard the kitchen door slam shut. Daniel had bolted from the kitchen table and out into the back yard.

It was just past 3 a.m. and 32 degrees outside Daniel was wearing a tank top and pajama bottoms. He had nothing on his feet. Joe, shoeless and barely dressed himself, hopped in his Toyota Camry and went looking for his brother.

Daniel, though, was gone. Joe Prude called 911 once more.

Rochester Police made it to the house on Child Street in minutes, and instantly put out an alert that Daniel had run off, and that he might be under the influence of PCP. Joe had told the police he feared that Daniel might be headed toward nearby train tracks. Joe recounted for the officers the earlier hospital trip, and said he could not rule out that his brother was suicidal. A broadcast alerted responding officers: “He is not violent; he doesn’t have a weapon; It is not known if this is an attempted suicide.”

At 3:09 a.m., another broadcast said that someone had thrown a brick through the window of a nearby MetroPCS cell phone store.

---

46 Page 8 of 323 in the police report shows a handwritten statement by Joe Prude where he indicates Daniel ran out the back door with just a tank top and long johns.
47 Joe Prude identifies having lived there in the interview transcript, and several websites indicate it being a tough neighborhood.
48 Page 107 of the police report.
49 Page 2 of the police report.
50 Page 67 of the police report. This was at 3:11 am.
51 Page 4 of the police report. This was at 3:09 am.
It was Daniel, it turned out. He had climbed inside the store, and when he emerged, he was bleeding. He tore off his tank top, and once again set out into the streets. A tow truck driver in the neighborhood encountered Daniel on Jefferson Avenue, just south of the intersection with West Main Street.

“Call 911,” Daniel told the driver. “I’ve got coronavirus.”

The driver called 911, and told Daniel that help was coming. It was now 3:12 a.m., and an ambulance had been dispatched. But Daniel raced off once more, this time encountering a young man in a car. The young man took out his phone and, apparently amused, began to stream Daniel on Facebook Live.

Daniel stood 5 feet, 10 inches, and weighed 230 pounds. He didn’t seem to be feeling the cold.

“Take me,” Daniel pleaded out loud. “Take me.”

The young man in the car pulled forward, and Daniel followed behind and dropped to his knees. The driver would later say he felt shame about what he had done, but the patterns repeated several times, and the man kept recording it all.

Daniel then defecated in the street, and took off his pajama pants.

Officer Mark Vaughn, at 3:16 a.m., found Daniel, naked and on his knees outside 435 Jefferson Avenue. Vaughn said it appeared Daniel had been trying to bite some garbage bins on the side of the street, and had thrown a chair into the road.

Vaughn emerged from his patrol car with his Taser gun drawn, and ordered Daniel to the ground. Daniel complied immediately, lying on the freezing street face down, with his hands behind his back.

“Yes, sir,” he said. “Yes, sir.”

Vaughn handcuffed Daniel, commenting, “That was easy and fast.”

---

52 Page 47 of the police report.
53 Page 117 of the police report. (Mario Perez)
54 Page 40 of the police report.
55 Page 10 of Singletary-issued internal Rochester police department investigation.
56 Page 167 of the police report.
57 Page 43 of the police report: “Officer Vaughn and Tallady located Daniel Prude near 435 Jefferson Ave.”
58 Minute ~1:00 of arrest body camera footage.
“Is your name Daniel?” he was asked.

“Yes, sir,” Daniel said.\(^59\)

Daniel was soon surrounded by three, sometimes four or more officers. One officer smiled at his colleagues when recounting how Daniel had nearly been hit by a car or truck. It had started to snow. The street was slick, and Daniel sat there naked, and sometimes raving. “Let me eat some shit. There’s shit on my fingers,” Daniel said.\(^60\) “Let me get my money and get on a flight.”\(^61\)

Three officers — Vaughn, Troy Taladay, and Francisco Santiago — took charge of monitoring Daniel. A supervisor, Michael Magri, was also on the scene. Three of the four officers were white. No one called Daniel by his name, or sought to cover him to keep him warm. No one asked if he wanted his family to come.\(^62\)

“You don’t have AIDS, do you?” Vaughn asked. “You have HIV?”\(^63\)

“Why’d you break that window?” another asked. “You shouldn’t have broken that window.”\(^64\)

Daniel squirmed and ranted. He demanded the officers give him a gun. “I need it,” he said. He said he was going to post the encounter online, and he screamed at the officers to stay away from him. He spit repeatedly.\(^65\)

“Calm down,” an officer instructed.

Daniel was the third of the Prude family’s five children. His mom had worked as a school bus driver, his dad for a TV company. Tim, the family’s second child, was killed at age 11 by a hit-and-run driver as he set out for school one morning. Byron, the baby, was shot dead in his early 20s on the streets of Chicago.

\(^59\) Minute 00:56 of the arrest body camera footage.
\(^60\) Page 183 of the police report: “He was also sticking his hand between his butt checks and stating he had "shit" on his hands and he was going to eat it.”
\(^61\) Minute 1:05 of arrest body camera footage.
\(^62\) The arrest body camera footage.
\(^63\) Minute 2:19 of the arrest body camera footage. Page 14 of the police report: …and, at 3:18:24 A.M., in response to a question about whether he had HIV or AIDS.
\(^64\) The arrest body camera footage.
\(^65\) Page 78 of the police report.
Through it all, Daniel was the family comedian — part Eddie Murphy, part Dave Chapelle, said Joe. He had a nickname — “Scoop” — and he could be a charmer. The family was aware that Daniel had fathered one child, a girl named Shirell, but there well might have been more.66 His life, it appears, had been marked by both legitimate employment — years at a Chicago bakery, for instance — and brushes with the law. One news account reported he’d been arrested 37 times, mostly for drugs or driving a car illegally, but also perhaps for domestic violence.67

Joe Prude acknowledged much about his brother, but insisted he was deeply loved. “He didn’t have an evil bone in his body,” Joe said.68

In front of 435 Jefferson Avenue, Daniel twisted and spit and hollered at the officers to look at his private parts. The officers chuckled as they stood monitoring him.

“Scoop crazy,” Daniel said, using his nickname.69

At 3:19 a.m., Officer Vaughn put a spit hood over Daniel’s head. Spit hoods — or spit socks as they are sometimes called — are used by police to prevent officers from contracting disease. But critics say there isn’t much actual risk to officers, and have derided their use as primitive and cruel.

“God bless you all,” Daniel said through the mesh.70

Almost two decades earlier, a sergeant in the Rochester Police Department had made a remarkable admission before the department’s commanding officers.

The sergeant, Eric Weaver, had held a variety of intense assignments with the Rochester Police, including stints on its tactical team and its SWAT unit. But Weaver had also carried with him a sensitive secret: He suffered from mental illness, and had been hospitalized multiple times as a suicide risk.71 When he revealed this history to the department’s most senior officer that day in 2004, he emphasized that cops needed to both better care for themselves and to interact more

66 From an interview with Joe Prude by Joe Sexton.
67 New York Times: “... he had also about three dozen arrests since 1998 according to Cook County records, mostly for minor crimes like drug possession, though at least two were for violent fights with domestic partners.”
68 From an interview with Joe Prude by Joe Sexton.
69 Minute 3:29 of the body camera footage.
70 Minute 3:19 of the body camera footage.
71 He is a well known figure for this work and has written a book and has a company about mental illness and law enforcement, and he describes in his bio how he dealt with suicide and had worked on tactical and SWAT teams. Overcoming The Darkness.
compassionately with those in mental crisis. Radio calls meant to get distressed people stabilized and to the hospital were resulting in greater numbers of injured officers and citizens than calls meant to get actual criminals arrested and in jail.

“We didn’t know what we were doing,” Weaver said.72

Bill Johnson, nearing the end of three terms as the first Black mayor in the city’s history, shared Weaver’s concerns. Johnson said that in the 20 years before he was sworn into office, 15 Black people had died at the hands of Rochester police officers, including one just blocks from police headquarters.7374 Weaver was going to help him do something about it.

“We didn't look at the problem and scratch our heads and wring our hands,” Johnson said. “We did things.”

Johnson created the Emotionally Disturbed Person Response Team, with specially trained officers available on every shift. Weaver would be in charge of the training.75

Over the years, in Rochester and in other cities across the country, a consensus evolved about best practices for deescalating potentially volatile encounters, and they were laid out in the expanding literature: The subject’s first interaction with police is critical, because those arriving officers set the tone and help determine what happens afterward; shouting commands is often counterproductive; officers should ask more questions and make fewer threats; they should make one request at a time, and ask open-ended questions to initiate dialogue and gather information about the subject’s state of mind; cops should not take it personally if the person does not respond; responding officers need to be careful with their body language, since victims can sense whether an officer is there to care for them or punish them; officers should always be respectful and never dismissive; they should not risk diminishing the subject by whispering or laughing, and they should not automatically view noncompliance as a threat.

“Communicate, communicate, communicate,” said Weaver. “Empathy, empathy, empathy.”

The challenges presented by encounters with people in mental health crises endure, and training officers in successful techniques is not uniform. There are 29 states that do not require such training as part of their curriculum for police recruits, and New York is one of them.

72 Quote from an interview done by Joe Sexton.
73 Government bio of Johnson here.
74 Johnson said to Sexton in an interview.
In Rochester, the commitment to an Emotionally Disturbed Person Response Team did not survive Bill Johnson’s departure as mayor. His successor, former Rochester Police Chief Robert Duffy, redirected the department’s resources toward implementing a zero tolerance crime fighting policy.

Johnson said the abandonment of the crisis teams was “not a sound decision,” one that baffles and angers him to this day. “I’ve never gotten a clear answer,” he said, “as to why something that had been proved successful was summarily disbanded.”

On Jefferson Avenue, as the officers surrounding Daniel waited for the arrival of the ambulance, Daniel continued to talk incoherently and, still handcuffed, sit up or roll on his back, sometimes kicking his legs in the air. Video from the body cameras worn by the officers shows that Daniel had begun to complain about the spit hood, yelling, “Take this off my face.”

“You don’t want what he’s got,” one of the officers smirked.

Rochester Police recruits spend three weeks during their time in the academy learning what are known as defensive tactics — measures meant to safely restrain and take into custody the subjects of arrests. Until 2017, officers in Rochester and elsewhere across the country were trained to use the infliction of pain as the best technique for gaining control over those being arrested. But the techniques were deemed too complicated and too ineffective, and a tactic called “segmenting” became another approach.

Segmenting calls for one officer to hold a subject’s head to the ground, often applying considerable pressure; a second officer places a knee in the subject’s back, close to the waistline; a third pins the subject’s legs. All three officers who were dealing with Daniel — Vaughn, Taladay, and Rodriguez — had received some in-service training in the technique just weeks before their encounter on Jefferson Avenue.

The possibility that implementing such a tactic might risk injuring the person being arrested, or perhaps cut off their breathing, is not specifically covered in the department’s training. But as far back as 1995, the U.S. Department of Justice had issued a national bulletin to law enforcement agencies warning of the dangers of what is called “positional asphyxia,” and for years the Rochester Police Department has included concerns about the threat in its policy guidelines.

---

76 Quote from an interview done by Joe Sexton.
77 Minute 2:00 of the body camera footage.
Positional asphyxia, in short, is what happens when someone stops breathing and dies as a result of how they are being restrained — for instance, put prone on the ground with pressure applied to their torso such that their lungs can’t take in enough oxygen. If the person being restrained is exhausted or has taken drugs, the risk of death can increase. Given that, officers and medical personnel are supposed to quickly turn a person who shows signs of impaired breathing onto their side. It’s called the “recovery position.”

Daniel, while seated in the street, at one point started rocking back and forth and appeared to perhaps be trying to get to his feet. Vaughn moved in, and together with Taladay and Santiago, they acted to “segment” Daniel. Vaughn put two hands on the side of Daniel’s head, and with both of Vaughn’s legs outstretched, the officer applied his full body weight to keep Daniel’s head pinned to the street. Taladay put a knee in Daniel’s lower back, and Santiago restrained Daniel’s legs.

At 3:21 a.m., the ambulance arrived. The paramedics had been preparing to deal with a person in what they speculated was a state of “excited delirium,” and during their ride had debated which medication should be used to calm him down.

Law enforcement agencies across the country have come to allege that excited delirium, sometimes produced by the use of PCP, can lead to paranoia, agitation, and aggressiveness, and leave people in its grip at greater risk of cardiac or pulmonary arrest, even sudden death. Critics have argued that police cite excited delirium — and attendant fears of subjects possessing superhuman strength, for example — as a cover for what in truth are excessive and unnecessary uses of force.

On the street, Daniel was still talking and spitting underneath the three officers.

“Scoop crazy,” he said again.

“Scoop crazy,” Vaughn repeated, his hands on Daniel’s head.

---

78 Page 47 of the police record. This was at 3:21 am. The medics began treatment at 3:23.
79 Page 44 of to police records: “Purick arrived and saw that Prude was naked, rambling and uncooperative with police and she surmised that he may be suffering from excited delirium. She told officers that she was going to administer some type of medication to calm the suspect.”
80 Minute 3:28 of the body camera footage.
One of the officers warned Daniel he was going to be “tased” if he did not become compliant. “Relax, dude,” he was told. Daniel moaned. He whimpered. He begged to have the spit hood taken off. He made sounds as if he were crying.

“At least we know who broke the window,” an officer said.81

The medical personnel worked to get a gurney to Daniel. They asked the officers if Daniel felt hot or cold. Talady pointed at Daniel’s naked rear end and asked sarcastically whether he should take Daniel’s temperature.82

Daniel then fell quiet. Vaughn relaxed the pressure on his head.

“He’s puking, aw, he’s puking,” an officer said. “Just straight water. You see all that water come out of his mouth?”83

An officer pushed at Daniel’s unmoving head.

“You good, man?” he asked.84

The officers stood around Daniel. One talked about the need to wash the gloves he’d been wearing.85

“He still moving his arm?” an officer asked, and lifted Daniel's arm. It flopped back to his side. He was not responsive.86 It had been close to three minutes since Daniel had been pinned to the ground and a full minute since he’d first vomited. Vaughn checked for a pulse. There was none.87

81 Minute 5:50 of the body camera footage.
82 Minute 6:17 of the body camera footage.
83 Page 17 of AG report. Minute 6:52 of the body camera footage.
84 Minute 6:41 of the body camera footage. “You good man?”
85 Minute 2:00 of the body camera footage.
86 Minute 7:26 of the body camera footage. “He still moving his arm?”
87 Minute 7:19 of the body camera footage.
The paramedics rolled Daniel, still handcuffed, onto his back. At last, he might have a chance to recover his breathing. They began CPR. The paramedics wanted the handcuffs removed, but it took a while for Vaughn and the other officers to find the right key.88

After Daniel had been loaded onto a gurney, an officer complained about how “all his fucking juices had sprayed in my face.” Another officer worried that he needed more hand sanitizer.89

One of the EMTs mentioned excited delirium. “It’s not your fault,” the EMT said. “You have to keep yourselves safe.”90

Inside the ambulance, the paramedics worked on Daniel for 17 minutes.91 They administered epinephrine and sodium bicarbonate.92 They intubated him.93 His pulse returned.94

----------

Rochester Police Headquarters
----------

At 8:30 a.m. on March 23, five hours after Daniel had been taken to the hospital, Rochester Police Chief La’Ron Singletary briefed Mayor Warren by phone about Daniel Prude’s encounter with his officers.95 He said he told her that Daniel had lost consciousness, and that he

88 Minute 8:10 of the body camera footage.
89 Minute 8:33 of the body camera footage.
90 Minute 9:51 of the body camera footage.
91 Page 48 of the police report: “03:27:07-Daniel Prude is placed in the Ambulance. Prude is then transported to Strong Memorial Hospital. 03:44:00-According to AMR records, paramedics reestablished Prude’s vital signs including blood pressure and pulse.”
92 Page 47 of the police report: “Prude was intubated and while on the ambulance was given 2 doses of epinephrine and 1 dose of sodium bicarbonate.”
93 Page 47 of the police report: “Prude was intubated and while on the ambulance was given 2 doses of epinephrine and 1 dose of sodium bicarbonate.”
94 Page 48 of the police report: “03:44:00-According to AMR records, paramedics reestablished Prude’s vital signs including blood pressure and pulse.”
95 Page 20 of Singletary deposition.
had been taken to the hospital in grave condition. He mentioned that Daniel might have used PCP.  

Singletary, 37, had spent nearly two decades in the department and had been police chief for a year. While in high school, he’d won a police union scholarship given to youngsters interested in law enforcement. He later gained a master’s degree in public administration, and had received the International Association of Chiefs of Police’s “40 under 40” award for exemplary police personnel.  

Certainly, Warren’s and Singletary’s race didn’t guarantee a policing revolution in Rochester. There had been Black mayors and police chiefs in cities that had seen scandals — in Baltimore when Freddie Gray died; in Cleveland when young Tamir Rice was shot to death; and the Cleveland department was later found by the U.S. Justice Department to have engaged in years of excessive force.  

But Warren and Singletary saw their personal experiences in Rochester as an asset in their bids to alter the police department’s history. “I’m an African American woman in the city, and he’s an African [American] man,” Warren said. “We were both born and raised there. We were both committed to the community.”  

Warren's vision for Singletary’s role included creating a plan for the department to more strategically and sensitively relate with the public, and Singletary later said he had extended “an olive branch” to Rochester’s residents of color. Singletary had also beefed up efforts to diversify the ranks of the department’s roughly 700 sworn officers, just 11 percent of whom were Black or Hispanic.  

But Singletary had publicly maintained that he did not regard the current department as deeply troubled, and rejected the idea that his officers were capable of the kind of gross misconduct that in recent years had plagued other departments across the country.

---

96 Page 47 of Singletary deposition: “I said that he was unconscious and he was brought back and then taken to the hospital.” Page 23 of Singletary deposition: “Yes, I believe that I told her that he was on PCP.”  
97 The International Association of Chiefs of Police award noted that he was 37 in 2017.  
98 40 Under 40 Award here.  
99 Mayor was Stephanie Rawlings-Blake: Baltimore Sun.  
100 Mayor was Frank Jackson: Cleveland.com.  
101 Page 228 of Warren deposition: "I'm an African-American woman in the City and he's an African-American man, we were both born and raised there, we were both committed to the community."
In an interview with a local news outlet, he said, “I think people must be cautious to not take issues from other cities and drop them on the backs of Rochesterians and the Rochester Police Department because I think we have done the work, we continue to do the work, and we’re always looking to get better.”^102

“Accountability starts with me,” Singletary added. “I’m not only chief for the men and women who wear the uniform, I’m also chief for the community, chief for the citizens of Rochester.”

By 1:30 p.m. on March 23, Singletary had spent a full 45 minutes watching the video of Daniel’s arrest with his senior command staff. He had also reviewed written reports from supervising officers summarizing the “segmenting” of Daniel.\(^\text{103}\)

He called the mayor to update her. Singletary did not detail all of the conduct of the officers — the joking or the sequence leading to Daniel’s heart stopping for some 20 minutes. But he later told investigators he did tell the mayor his officers had gone “hands on” with Daniel. He told her Daniel was naked, that he had been handcuffed, and that a “spit sock” had been used. He said he used the notes provided to him by his staff to describe how Daniel had been restrained.\(^\text{104}\)

Singletary, based on what he watched and read, determined the officers had handled the situation according to their training. On the phone, Singletary said, he told Warren as much. There had been “nothing egregious,” he said. There had been “no strikes, no punches.”\(^\text{105}\)

Warren had often wanted to look at body camera footage when concerns about police mistreatment arose.

---

^102 Interview with the Rochester Beacon.
^103 Singletary claims he briefed Warren at 1:30 p.m. on March 23 after watching it, Singletary Notice of Claim.
^104 Page 43 of Singletary deposition: “Q. Okay. And did you describe to the mayor specifically that an officer held Mr. Prude's head to the ground after he was handcuffed and while he was wearing a spit sock? A. Yes.” Page 41 of Singletary deposition: “I said the officers held him down, there appeared to be no punches, no strikes.”
^105 Page 41 of Singletary deposition: “I said it appeared that there was nothing egregious at that particular point in time. Again, that was a preliminary assessment. I explained to the mayor that we were going to be conducting investigations into such, but, yes, I did not — I told the mayor that there was no strikes, there was no punches with regard to the video.”
“I see things others don’t,” she said.

But Singletary did not suggest that Warren look at the footage, and the mayor, who had spent $2 million to put the body camera program in place six years earlier, did not ask to see it.106

Singletary said the mayor told him, “Keep me in the loop, chief.”

………..

The ambulance brought Daniel Prude back to Strong Memorial Hospital, the facility he had been released from hours earlier. He was placed in the intensive care unit, and there were initial hopes that he would survive.107

Joe Prude tried to see his brother, but was denied entry to the hospital. Strict pandemic protocols were cited. He said he had received little information from the police about why his brother had wound up hospitalized. Joe was only told that Daniel had stopped breathing.

He relayed word of Daniel’s condition to his father and sister in Chicago. He mentioned possibly contacting a lawyer. Daniel’s father and sister could barely process the news, and turned on Joe in anger. They accused him of having had some role in Daniel’s fate. Wasn’t that the real reason he wanted a lawyer, they asked.108

Joe was taken aback, but he went ahead and called a lawyer. He was certain what had happened to Daniel. “They killed my brother,” Joe told the lawyer.109 The lawyer and his partner soon formally requested from the police department all records and recordings related to Daniel’s arrest.

---

106 Page 121 of Warren deposition: “What I see in that video is not something that the chief sees in that video.”
107 Page 108 of the police report: “When we arrived in the E.D. we were informed that Prude was in the Intensive Care Unit, 4-2800. We went to that unit and spoke with the nurse manager, Alexandra Cilano (phone . She told us that she could not provide specific information about Daniel Prude’s health due to HIPA laws. She did offer that since Prude is being treated in the ICU his condition is considered ‘Critical’ but he was in stable condition.”
108 From an interview with Joe Prude by Joe Sexton.
109 From an interview with Joe Prude by Joe Sexton.
Daniel had visited Joe and Valerie just weeks earlier. Although things had become tense when Joe won some money off Daniel rolling dice, it had been a good stay. But then Joe’s father and sister had called and said Daniel had been using drugs upon his return to Chicago, and that he’d become unmanageable. Tameshay, Daniel’s sister, had recently lost a son to suicide. For Daniel, whose body was marked by half a dozen memorial tattoos for dead friends and family members, it was one more loss in a life of losing. Daniel’s father and sister had asked Joe to take him in to see if he could get Daniel stabilized.\footnote{From an interview with Joe Prude by Joe Sexton.}

Days passed with Daniel still in the ICU. The initial optimism eroded. At last, Joe was called in and told there was little hope of recovery. There were papers to sign. Joe went to see his brother. His face was scraped and bloated, Joe said, and he was not easily recognizable.\footnote{From an interview with Joe Prude by Joe Sexton.}

“That wasn’t Daniel in that hospital bed,” Joe said.

Joe said he was asked if he wanted to be present when Daniel was removed from life support. Joe said no. The Daniel he knew had perished on Jefferson Avenue.

“I couldn’t bring myself to watch somebody die for a second time.”\footnote{From an interview with Joe Prude by Joe Sexton.}

Chief Singletary ordered two internal investigations into the Prude case, but did not move to take the officers involved off the street.\footnote{Page 57 of Singletary deposition: “... we started to have conversations about as to ordering an internal investigation that was you conducted by the Professional Standards Section which was an investigation to determine violations of policy or procedure within the department. Then we also had a criminal review that was going to be conducted by the Mayor Crimes Unit as they had responded that night because they were already in another homicide that occurred that morning.”} An official with the Medical Examiner’s Office wrote to the Rochester Police requesting all relevant medical records and investigative reports generated in the Prude case. In response, one of the more senior officers who had been at the scene on Jefferson Avenue emailed the Medical Examiner’s Office. “Can you and I have a conversation before you start,” the officer wrote to the medical examiner, Nadia Granger. “It is somewhat sensitive, as he was in police custody when he was sent to the hospital. I was on scene and have all of the details for you.”\footnote{Page 85 of the police report.}
“Perfect,” an assistant to the medical examiner wrote back “Do you want me to call you before she goes into autopsy? After she reviews the info?”

The available records do not make clear if such a conversation took place, or what the officer had hoped to achieve in what is meant to be a completely independent process. A police union official said the outreach by the senior officer was standard, meant only to equip the medical examiner with essential information.\(^\text{115}\)

Eleven days after Daniel’s death, on April 10, the medical examiner sent her preliminary findings to the police department.\(^\text{116}\) The medical examiner’s report concluded Daniel’s death was a homicide, and it listed the “immediate cause” of his death as “complications of asphyxia in the setting of physical restraint.” The report listed excited delirium and “acute” PCP intoxication as contributing factors.\(^\text{117}\)

April 10 was Good Friday, a holiday for Rochester’s city employees. Singletary texted Warren at 2:14 p.m.

“Mayor, when you have a moment can you give me a call. Want to fill you in on the ME’s ruling for Daniel Prude, the gentleman from Jefferson Ave who was on PCP.”\(^\text{118}\)

Warren did not reply, and Singletary did not try again to reach her. At 2:26 p.m., Singletary texted the city’s lead lawyer, Tim Curtin that, “as expected,” Daniel’s death had been ruled a homicide.\(^\text{119}\)

Singletary listed the causes, but he reordered them and altered the language.

\(^{115}\) Page 10 of the internal Rochester Police Department report.
\(^{116}\) Attorney General report and media reports.
\(^{117}\) Page 105 of the police report.
\(^{118}\) Page 194 of Singletary deposition: \textit{Q.} Okay. And text 45 at the bottom of that page is a text from you to Mayor Warren at 2:15 – I’m sorry, 2:14 Eastern where you write, “Mayor, when you have a moment, can you give me a call? Want to fill you in on the M.E.’s ruling for Daniel Prude, the gentleman from Jefferson Avenue who was on PCP.” Do you see that? A. Yes, that was a text message that I sent to the mayor at 2:14 in the afternoon.
\(^{119}\) Page 17 of Curtin deposition: \textit{Q.} Okay. So going back to the April 10th 25 text message that we’re looking at, you see that Chief Singletary says, "As expected, the M.E. ruled the death a homicide with attributing factors of his death being," and then it goes on.”
PCP in his system per tox reports

Excited delirium

Resisting arrest

The medical examiner’s report had said nothing about resisting arrest. Her top finding — that the restraining of Daniel had been the immediate cause of death — was not mentioned in Singletary’s communication with the city’s lead lawyer.

Three hours later, Singletary repeated the claims in an email to the administration’s communications chief, Justin Roj. He sketched out the details of Daniel’s arrest, saying he had been naked and acting irrationally. He’d been restrained after thrashing around on the ground, trying to get up and “saying he was going to take an officer’s gun.”

Singletary noted the department’s ongoing investigations and the fact the Prude family had formally requested materials relating to the arrest. He attached a number of documents, including the medical examiner’s preliminary report.

“The mayor has been in the loop on such since 3/23,” Singletary said. “Law is in the loop. I am just waiting for the mayor to call me back to give her the update on the ME’s ruling.”

Roj, informed of the first death of a person in police custody on his watch, said he did not regard what he had been told as a big deal. He later told investigators that he had understood Singletary to have said Daniel had died of an overdose, an all-too-common tragedy in Rochester at the time. He wrote back: “Chief, thanks for making me aware. No one has reached out to me from the media yet.”

…………
Homicides were spiking in Rochester in 2020. Such increases were happening in cities throughout the country, but by springtime in Rochester, the numbers were on pace to outstrip any year in the previous decade. Any time there was a homicide, 911 personnel would notify Mayor Warren. She routinely called family members to express her condolences.

On April 13, Warren and her police chief held a news conference at City Hall to discuss the rise in deadly violence.

In the City Hall basement afterward, Chief Singletary said, he briefed the mayor on the medical examiner’s findings: Daniel Prude’s death had been ruled a homicide. Again, Singletary emphasized the role of PCP, but he said he was clear in his mind about the basic, potentially explosive fact: His officers had caused Daniel’s death.

Singletary said the idea of disclosing to the public the circumstances of Daniel’s death, the medical examiner’s finding, or the existence of the department’s criminal investigation of its own officers did not come up.

Singletary knew by then that the lawyer for the Prude family, Elliot Shields, had already demanded information concerning Daniel’s death. Indeed, Shields had filed not just a freedom of information request, but also what is called a “preservation letter.” He wanted copies of body camera footage, incident reports, and any other video collected by police of the events leading up to Daniel’s arrest, as well as anything dealing with Daniel’s trip to Strong Memorial Hospital.

“Please be advised that as an attorney, you have a personal obligation to preserve all paper and electronic evidence that is in any way related to this incident,” Shields wrote to lawyers in the city’s Law Department.

---

125 [Rochester Institute of Technology and Rochester Beacon.](#)
126 Page 334 in [Singletary deposition.](#)
127 [Rochester First.](#)
128 Page 95 of [the police report.](#)
129 Pages 97-98 of [the police report.](#)
130 Page 98 of [the police report.](#)
One of the police reports that had been created immediately after the encounter had referred to Daniel as an “individual,” and listed the case as a “non criminal incident.” It was later marked up by a more senior officer.

“Make him a suspect,” the senior person had written on the report in red ink.

Another early police report showed that Daniel initially had been accused of “criminal mischief.” That was subsequently rewritten by a more senior person to say he’d been accused of burglary, though he had not taken anything from the phone store after he broke its window.

Yet another report claimed, without support, that Daniel had a history of “violent behavior.” It maintained that on the night in question Daniel “attempted to hurt/kill self, others.” One more report described what had happened as a “medical event when being taken into custody.”

The police union’s president, Mike Mazzeo, downplayed the editing of the police records. Errors had been corrected and clarifications had been made over time as more evidence of Daniel’s conduct became clearer; that’s all they were.

…………

Elliot Shields, another son of Rochester, attended the city’s public schools, graduating from the same high school as Lovely Warren. After law school, Shields began working at a New York City firm that focused on police misconduct litigation, but he almost immediately began receiving calls from people who alleged having been abused by the police in Rochester.

In 2013, the year before Warren became mayor, Shields took on a Rochester case involving three Black teenagers. The teens, high school basketball players, had been arrested in downtown Rochester while they waited for a bus to take them to a game. They had committed no crime, and had merely told a suspicious police officer that they would not move away from the bus stop. The teens were handcuffed and later strip searched. The charges against them, in the end, were dropped, and Shields helped win or improve financial settlements for all three.

Over the years, Shields became a sort of scholar of the history of controversial police behavior in Rochester. Along with another lawyer, he eventually detailed that history in a lawsuit against the city in federal court: The police killing of an 18-year-old Black teen in 1975; the 1983
shooting death of a young Black mother whose 6-year-old child had gotten police to respond to a
domestic dispute, and the beating and choking death of a mentally ill Black man running the
streets in his underwear in 2002.

“Simply put,” the lawsuit states, “a stunning historical record spanning more than four
decades demonstrates that the Rochester Police Department’s use-of-force practices continue to
be inhumane, racist, and antithetical to the functioning of a civilized society.”

For Shields and many others, the efforts by Warren and Singletary to improve police
behavior and relations with communities of color, if well-intentioned, had not been particularly
substantial. Singletary’s pledge to integrate his force felt like the latest empty promise as the
percentage of Black and Latino officers languished at barely above 10 percent. Eliminating a
discriminatory red light ticketing program was welcome. It wasn’t exactly revolutionary.

.............

On April 16, slightly more than two weeks after Daniel Prude’s death, the office of the
New York attorney general took charge of the investigation into it. Five years earlier, following a
handful of controversial police killings — Eric Garner on Staten Island, Ramarley Graham in the
Bronx – Governor Andrew Cuomo had issued an executive order that required the state attorney
general to investigate any death of an unarmed person at the hands of police. Formal legislation
followed.138139 No longer would local district attorneys, those men and women who as a matter of
course work hand in glove with police departments, be the arbiters of when officers should be
prosecuted for the deadly mistreatment of citizens.

In Rochester, then, the Monroe County District Attorney’s Office, which had begun its
own initial inquiry, cleared the way for the attorney general. The Rochester Police Department
soon sent all records and video of Daniel Prude’s arrest and death to the Attorney General’s
Office.140

But the city of Rochester continued to ignore the formal request made for those same
records by the Prude family and their lawyers.141

.............

137 Page 5 of Hall v. Warren.
138 The Executive Order.
139 The Associated Press.
140 Page 17 of the police report
141 Page 159 of the police report: “I have not received any communications related to this request.”
On May 25, 56 days after Daniel Prude’s death — a loss of life at the hands of police that had so far been kept from the public and the media — the country was rocked by the killing of George Floyd at the hands of Minneapolis Police Officer Derek Chauvin. In the days after, when nearly everyone in America saw the video of Chauvin kneeling on Floyd’s neck, cities across the country were convulsed by angry and sometimes violent protests.

The nature and scope of the outrage soon made it feel as if the nation had reached a breaking point. The killing of Black men by police had to stop. Enough was enough. It seemed that Floyd’s murder would amount to a “before and after” moment. Things simply couldn’t stay the same when it came to the menace of police misconduct.

Rochester was one of the cities roiled by Floyd’s death, and thousands had taken to the streets. Lovely Warren soon issued a passionate and personal appeal for both needed calm and much more necessary progress: “A beautiful soul lost his life. He couldn't breathe after 8 minutes and 46 seconds at the hand of someone that was sworn to protect and serve,” Warren said to the people of Rochester. “This has been happening in this country for generations. How many lives lost? How many families destroyed? How many is enough? And that is why I became an attorney, that is why I dedicated my life and career to fighting against injustice, racism, and inequality in all of its forms.”

Warren did not mention Daniel Prude’s death in police custody. She did not announce that both her own department and the Attorney General’s Office were conducting investigations into the death, or that video of the police encounter with Prude had been captured on the very cameras she had proudly compelled all local officers to wear.

In fact, the Police Department was working against making any of those facts and material public. The senior command did not want the video of Daniel Prude’s arrest released, and they knew the city’s Law Department would have the final word on what was turned over.

On June 3, a senior police official wrote to the Law Department: “I’m wondering if we shouldn’t hold back on this for a little while given everything going on around the country,” referencing George Floyd’s killing.

---

142 Date of Floyd’s murder (The Associated Press). Time between May 25, 2020 and March 30, 2020 is 56 days.
143 City of Rochester (transcript).
144 Page 206 of the police report
Indeed, Mark Simmons, deputy chief of the department and Singletary’s second in command, had written an internal memo expanding on the department’s worry about the public's likely reaction to video of Daniel Prude’s arrest and laying out his rationale for withholding the material. “We certainly don’t want people to misinterpret the officers’ actions and conflate this incident with recent killings of unarmed Black men by law enforcement nationally,” he wrote. “That would simply be a false narrative, and it could create animosity and potentially violent blowback.”

On June 5, Singletary and his senior staff took their case for delay directly to the city’s top lawyer, Corporation Counsel Tim Curtin.

In their meeting with Curtin, Singletary and his aides suggested invoking the attorney general’s investigation as a reason to deny the family the materials. Perhaps the city could hold off giving it to the Prude family and or the local news media if the attorney general had an objection.

Curtin wrote to one of his staff lawyers, Stephanie Prince, asking directly: “Can we deny/delay.”

Prince contacted Jennifer Sommers, a lawyer with the Attorney General’s Office. Sommers said it was the city’s call whether to make any kind of public statement about Daniel Prude’s death and whether to release the records and video. The Attorney General’s Office had no legal authority to demand that Rochester withhold such material. Sommers acknowledged that releasing any video might complicate her office’s investigations, but she later told investigators that she had expressed no preference as to what Rochester should do.

Prince eventually told Curtin she had an idea. The Attorney General’s Office had told her that its practice in such investigations was to invite the families of those killed by police to watch any relevant video in private at the Attorney General’s Office. Prince proposed trying to get Elliot Shields, the Prude family lawyer, to agree to a private viewing of the footage, and hold off on the family’s request to obtain it until the attorney general’s investigation was complete.

“This way,” Prince said, “the city is not releasing anything pertaining to the case for at least a month, likely two.”
Shields flatly rejected the city’s proposal, but he and the Prude family did go to see the footage from the body cameras.\footnote{Page 5 of \url{City Council Investigation}.}

On July 23, Daniel Prude’s father, his sister Tameshay, and his brother, Joe, met with officials from the Attorney General’s Office to see the footage. Joe had been telling Shields that he had smelled something sinister from the start.

“Cover up, cover up,” he had insisted. “Something’s wrong.”

Now in the body camera footage Joe saw his brother’s final conscious moments.

“Fuck the city,” Joe said. This, he pledged to himself, was not over.

\\

Mark Vaughn, who had Daniel Prude’s head pressed to the wet and cold asphalt of Jefferson Avenue on March 23, 2020, had joined the Rochester Police Department in 2012. Vaughn was a former Marine who had served in Iraq and Afghanistan, earning a medal for valor. In his decade on the job, he had received a “life saving award” from his superiors for his role in responding to a double homicide and helping save a third person from death. Vaughn was a designated field-training officer, someone who helped break in new recruits in the street.

New York State’s approved curriculum for training recruits in defensive tactics does not call for the use of such tactics against people who are already handcuffed. The state’s model use of force policy actually prohibits the use of force “against persons who are handcuffed or restrained unless it is used to prevent injury, escape, or otherwise overcome active or passive resistance posed by the subject.”

Vaughn later testified that he was extremely wary of Daniel Prude when he came upon him naked and raving.\footnote{Page 201 of \url{session four of the grand jury minutes}: A. Yes, I was. Q. Mr. Prude was naked, correct? A. Yes, he was. Q. And, his hands were behind him? A. Yes, they were. Q. Why were you concerned then with him getting up? A. Because if he had got up, he could have taken off running or tried to go after another officer.} The coronavirus was still a mysterious health threat, one Vaughn said he and others feared was a possible “death sentence.” Putting a spit sock on him, he said, was the responsible thing to do, and even that was not a foolproof protection.\footnote{Page 144 of \url{session four of the grand jury minutes}: “Yes. Quite frankly, I didn't want to touch him, again, because of the blood that he had on him, the fact, again, about COVID-19. So, my concern was I was trying to not touch him as much as possible.” Page 80 of \url{session seven of the grand jury minutes}.}
For Vaughn, handcuffing a suspect also did not mean he was no longer a danger to the responding officers, himself and or others. Vaughn had once been headbutted by a suspect in cuffs; another time, he said, a handcuffed suspect he’d placed naked into a patrol car had managed to nonetheless vault himself out of the vehicle’s window.\footnote{Page 201 of \textit{session four of the grand jury minutes}: Q. Let me ask you this. Have you ever had situations previously, where individuals have been handcuffed and have escaped from your custody? A. I’ve had two instances.}

Vaughn said he regarded his role in the street that night to be limited.\footnote{Page 94 of the \textit{seventh session of the grand jury minutes}.} “My job is to get them into the ambulance and to the hospital,” Vaughn said of people in such circumstances. “It’s not my job to dive into their psyche or figure out what drugs they are on.”\footnote{Page 94 of the \textit{seventh session of the grand jury minutes}.}

Troy Taladay, the officer whose knee would be on Daniel’s back as his heart stopped beating, had grown up just outside Rochester.\footnote{Page 16 of \textit{Attorney General report}: “We will address segmenting in more detail below, but for purposes of this portion of the narrative, the segmenting involved PO Vaughn holding Mr. Prude’s head to the side and applying downward pressure while PO Taladay placed a knee along Mr. Prude’s lower back / belt line.”} He’d gotten a college degree in early childhood special education, and graduated, he said, at the top of his class of recruits when he joined the department only 18 months earlier.

Taladay said he twice had been able to keep Daniel on the ground by placing a hand on his shoulder.\footnote{Page 26 of the \textit{internal Rochester police department investigation}: “Taladay stated that he even had to put his hand on his shoulder to let him know to stay on the ground.”} But he and Vaughn and the third officer, Francisco Santiago, all maintained that restraining him was warranted. Had Daniel gotten up, he might have run off, they said, and then he would have had to have been tackled to prevent him from running into traffic.\footnote{Page 26 of the \textit{internal Rochester police department investigation}.}

Taladay said it was possible that he and the other officers could have been more compassionate toward Daniel, but he and the other officers defended their conduct.\footnote{Internal Rochester police department investigation.}

The internal investigation done by Singletary’s department went further. It characterized Daniel’s kicking of his legs on the ground as “an attempt to break loose.” It accused him of being “assaultive toward the officers.”\footnote{Internal Rochester police department investigation.}

Vaughn explained that he asked Daniel whether he had AIDS because he asked that of many people he encountered in the course of his work, since he worried about being infected by
drug addicts. Vaughn insisted that “at no point” did Daniel appear cold in the street, and he hadn’t had blankets to give to him, anyway. 159

Saying “Scoop crazy” back to Prude was actually a “calming technique.” 161 Pointing at his naked rear end and asking if they should take his temperature was sarcasm directed at the medical personnel on the scene who had asked if Daniel felt hot. 162

The officers attempted to explain their laughter during their encounter as easily misunderstood. Some of the laughter, they said, was in response to a stupid question from one of their supervisors on the scene. Vaughn, for one, said he’d laughed when Daniel talked about his private parts because what he was saying and doing was “so off the wall.” Santiago said the laughter at another point was a natural human reaction to an unnervingly tense situation. 163

Never, they all said, were they laughing at Prude. 164

Both Vaughn and Taladay sought to assign some responsibility for Daniel’s fate to the medical personnel on scene. On Jefferson Avenue that night, Vaughn and Taladay said, they were frustrated and confused by what seemed to be the lack of urgency by the medical responders. 165

Vaughn later described what he saw and thought as he was holding Daniel Prude’s head to the pavement.

“I didn't know if he was, what I would call gassing out, or if he was getting tired or what he was doing, but he started to calm down,” Vaughn said. 166

“At that point, I felt little to no resistive tension and I went from head segmenting, which [sic] both of my feet have kind of splayed out, I went to a one leg squat where I have all my

159 Page 83 of the seventh session of the grand jury minutes: “At no point did Mr. Prude say he was cold, at no point did he ask for a blanket or appear cold. He wasn't shivering, he wasn't shaking, at no point did he appear cold.”
160 Page 13 of the Attorney General report: “Despite Mr. Prude being naked and handcuffed in freezing temperatures with snow/rain falling, at no time during this or any other portion of the incident did any of the officers offer Mr. Prude a blanket or ask if he was cold. Although we learned that RPD cars are not equipped with blankets, neither did the officers offer anything to try to cover his genitals or protect him from the elements.”
161 Pages 17-19 of internal Rochester police department investigation: “appeared to be an effort to calm him down.”
162 The body camera footage.
163 Page 19 of internal Rochester police department investigation.
164 Page 19 of internal Rochester police department investigation.
165 Page 21 of internal Rochester police department investigation.
166 Page 5 of internal Rochester police department investigation.
weight on my right leg and my left leg is just out for balance, and I have almost no downward pressure on his head.”

“And then within five seconds or so, I feel no resistive tension so I go to a two leg squat. I’m actually just squatting down in the street with my hands just resting on his head in case he starts to resist again. At that point I felt no resistive tension. So now I’m just monitoring him and waiting for the ambulance crew to tell us when they’re ready, so we can get him off the ground. I was monitoring his breathing. In the body-worn camera, you can actually see his respirations.”

And then you can see them stop.

The accepted training protocol was clear about what to do next: move the person to a “recovery position” — on his side or seated upright so as to breathe better. But Vaughn maintained he’d never been taught about the recovery position.

Once Shields, the Prude family’s lawyer, rejected the city’s offer, Curtin and his staff knew they had no legal right to withhold the material.

Curtin, for his part, chose not to look at the video himself or report its existence to Mayor Warren.

“My role is to defend the city’s liability,” he said.

On June 11, the Police Department sent Shields the paper records concerning Daniel’s arrest and death. But the city Law Department, two and a half months after Prude was carried off Jefferson Avenue by ambulance, once more resisted giving Shields the body camera footage.

---
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This time, Prince, the law department lawyer, said that to get an unredacted copy of the footage, the family would have to obtain and sign a special release because the footage contained Daniel naked, and receiving medical care.  

No such release was legally required, as Prince herself knew. It was the first time she’d ever sought such a waiver. She said she’d requested it out of an “abundance of caution.”

It took the family six weeks to provide the waiver.

In that time, Singletary, who had argued to withhold the footage from the Prude family and who had chosen not to demand that the mayor watch it herself, gave an interview to the Rochester Beacon, a local news outlet. The subject was his dedication to leveling with the public.

“One of the things that I have always tried to do is be transparent; we try to get out in front of issues,” he said. “When officers have done wrong, I have held officers accountable, I have suspended officers, I have terminated officers. And when officers have done the right thing according to policy and procedure, I have backed officers.”

The Office of Mayor Warren

It was just past 12:30 p.m. on August 4, when Tim Curtin, the city’s top lawyer, burst into a meeting in City Hall.

“I need to speak with the mayor,” he said.

---
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177 Page 23 in Curtin deposition: Q. Right. I mean, one of the times that you ran over to the mayor's office as you put it was on August 4th to show her the body-worn camera footage of this incident, right? A. Correct.
Lovely Warren looked up, confused, and shot Curtin an incredulous look.\textsuperscript{178}

Days earlier, Elliot Shields, the Prude family lawyer, had filed a notice of claim for $75 million against the city of Rochester.\textsuperscript{179} It sought compensation and punitive damages for “severe physical injuries and pain and suffering leading to death.” It cited the negligent conduct of the arresting officers for inflicting the “emotional and psychological distress and horror decedent suffered leading up to and during the assault.” It claimed violations of Daniel’s civil rights and his loss of future wages.\textsuperscript{180}

Curtin, more than four months after Daniel Prude’s death, had for the first time looked at the body camera footage for the first time. That’s why he went racing to the mayor.\textsuperscript{181}

“I thought that it looked bad,” Curtin said. “It looked to me like an abuse. You have a guy doing a push-up on Mr. Prude’s head. And I thought that that might have resulted in Mr. Prude’s death.”\textsuperscript{182}

Curtin told Warren that she had to watch the footage. He said he would send her the video and they could meet right after in the Mayor’s Office. Outside Warren’s office minutes later, Curtin could tell Warren had already started to watch. He could hear her yelling and screaming.\textsuperscript{183} “The mayor’s not a longshoreman,” Curtin said, “but she could be.”\textsuperscript{184}

Curtin then entered Warren’s office, and he and the mayor spent 45 minutes watching the footage.

“She was completely outraged and emotionally overwhelmed,” Curtin said of his boss. “Just flat out sobbing uncontrollably.”\textsuperscript{185}

“The lack of respect displayed by the officers,” Curtin said. “The jokes. The laughing. The not taking his complaints seriously.”\textsuperscript{186}

\textsuperscript{178} Page 119 in \textit{Curtin deposition}: A. She gave me one of those mayor looks like, you know, what the hell are you doing.
\textsuperscript{179} Page 11 of \textit{City Council Investigation}.
\textsuperscript{180} Page 11 of \textit{City Council Investigation}.
\textsuperscript{181} Page 23 in \textit{Curtin deposition}.
\textsuperscript{182} Page 116 in \textit{Curtin deposition}.
\textsuperscript{183} Page 123 in \textit{Curtin deposition}: A. She was completely outraged and emotionally overwhelmed. Started screaming, started crying.
\textsuperscript{184} Page 123 in \textit{Curtin deposition}.
\textsuperscript{185} Page 123 in \textit{Curtin deposition}.
\textsuperscript{186} Page 123 in \textit{Curtin deposition}: A. Yes. At some point the mayor became very, very irritated over the way Mr. Prude was treated, the lack of respect displayed by the other officers, the jokes, the laughing, the not taking his complaints seriously. She became very offended, very deeply affected by the lack of respect that the officers showed.
Warren wanted to see Chief Singletary. She said he’d only ever told her that Daniel Prude had died of a drug overdose. Curtin said he and the mayor had taken Singletary at his word. “We all said, hey, no big deal,” Curtin said he remembered thinking.

Ten minutes later, Singletary got there, and according to Curtin, Warren “tore into” him.

Singletary was shocked by the mayor’s anger. He told her that he had informed her what had happened and she could have asked to see the video at any time over the previous 133 days.

“It was like I hadn’t told her anything,” Singletary later told investigators.

Singletary said it seemed to him Warren was embellishing her upset. He said he’d seen her more genuinely troubled by matters far less serious.

“Putting on a show,” Singletary said.

Curtin, for one, didn’t buy it. “The mayor is a horrible actress,” he said.

Warren herself later dismissed Singletary’s claim as absurd.

Singletary, though, was confident. “Appeared to be a setup to me,” he said.

Warren said she wanted the officers fired. Even suspending them with pay would be something. She wanted them off the streets.

“She didn’t think they deserved to be police officers,” Curtin said.

Perhaps the most unique and controversial attempt at police reform during Lovely Warren’s mayoralty involved the creation in 2019 of an independent oversight board to investigate claims of abuse and punish offending officers. The board would be fully funded

---
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under the city budget, given millions to hire staff and conduct investigations. Remarkably, the legislation creating the board invested it with the authority to play a direct role in disciplining officers.

Shani Wilson, the Police Accountability Board’s first chairperson, argued that Rochester was one of the most over-policed cities in the country. One of every three city employees, she said, was in some way associated with the police department.

“People are incentivized not to mess with the police,” Wilson said.

The Locust Club, the union for Rochester’s police officers, didn’t share the enthusiasm for reforming the disciplinary process. No sooner was the legislation creating the board passed than the union sued, claiming the board’s mandate violated the union’s contract. The union said it had no interest in people without experience in law enforcement investigating allegations of misconduct or brutality and then meting out punishment.

“These people think that now they’re going to go out and pick up evidence and do this and do that,” Mike Mazzeo, the union president, said of the board and its proposed investigators. “It's so naive.”

Police unions have come to be seen by many — victims of abuse, elected officials, communities of color — as obstacles to reform. The union in Rochester was no exception.

Yet Mazzeo has for decades seen himself as a bit of a maverick among police union leaders. He obtained a master’s degree in labor studies at the University of Massachusetts. (“They thought I was an FBI plant.”) He has had his officers walk or honor picket lines of other unions. And he has reached out to the American Civil Liberties Union to find common cause.

Mazzeo said his union had been against the department’s zero tolerance policies of years ago — “writing people up for not having bells on their bicycles.” It had robbed police of the precious powers of judgment and discretion. Mazzeo had been behind the idea of an apprenticeship program that might attract more recruits of color. He wanted those who formally complained of mistreatment to get the results of any investigation in a timely manner. He wanted the body cameras worn by officers to be used, not just to investigate questionable encounters with the public, but as a teaching tool, using what they captured in everyday interactions with the public to coach or correct officers.

---
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Reynolds, the accountability’s board’s first executive director, said Mazzeo was smarter and more sophisticated than some other union leaders, but he said that just made Mazzeo more effective in defeating reform.

Mazzeo said his sensitivity to the question of disciplining officers — whether by an accountability board or local prosecutors — was born of personal experience. Just a couple years after he joined the Rochester force, he got swept up in a federal investigation of abuse and corruption. Mazzeo had been a member of an aggressive unit taking down drug houses, and the dealers operating out of them, as crack became king. Mazzeo said his unit hit four or five places a night.

“Hard and fast, rough and tumble,” Mazzeo said of the unit’s work. “No doubt about it.”

Mazzeo was eventually indicted for abusing suspects, stealing overtime money, even once improperly holding a gun to a man’s head. But Mazzeo and the four officers he was charged with all saw the charges against them dismissed or adjudicated in their favor at trial. The government’s case was so problematic, the officers did not even bother to put on a defense.

Mazzeo’s officers are today well paid, starting at around $85,000 a year and able to reach six figures with overtime. He disputes the idea Rochester is over policed and says that local elected officials interested in police reform have denied the union meaningful input on policy.

That included, he said, the effort to create the accountability board. He said the union was never invited to participate in any discussions about the board’s mission and makeup and powers.

For him, then, disciplining officers has too often been a political issue, not one meant to improve well-meaning but human cops.

“Police need a fair process, and they have to be able to buy into it. Not to protect bad cops; to protect good cops,” Mazzeo said. When controversies happen, he said, “discipline has been done in this city simply to give the mayor cover.”

…………
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In her office on August 4, Warren kept at Singletary. She insisted he'd never told her a spit sock had been used. In the video, she thought she saw officers tightening the spit sock around Daniel Prude’s neck, and speculated it might have helped kill him.\(^{202}\)

“How could you not think this video was a problem?” she yelled at Singletary.\(^{203}\)

Singletary reminded her that he had called her and texted her and informed her the medical examiner had ruled the death a homicide. He maintained that officers had followed protocol on restraining a volatile subject.\(^{204}\) He dug in; “I don’t call the mayor for overdoses.”\(^{205}\)

Warren made Singletary watch the footage frame by frame. With each development in Prude’s restraint, she asked him to explain how it was proper. Singletary insisted all of it it was, and when asked if the department’s training manual would back him up, he indicated it would.\(^{206}\)

Warren fixated on one frame that captured Officer Vaughn looking up from an unmoving Prude. She said Vaughn looked “terrified,” and for good reason.

“We just killed this guy,” she said Vaughn had realized.\(^{207}\)

Warren tried to process the implications of it all. “You guys are going to bring this city down,” she said.\(^{208}\)

Singletary repeated his assertion that the officers had done nothing criminal.\(^{209}\) But he again sensed what the mayor and Curtin were doing: setting him up to take the fall for the incident.

“The process had started to figure out what was going to be done with me,” he said of the scene inside the mayor’s office.

Warren said she announced to the group that she wanted to go public with the story of Daniel Prude’s death.\(^{210}\)
But Curtin told her she could neither announce the death nor discipline the officers. He said the executive order authorizing the attorney general to investigate deaths at the hands of police barred such disclosures. That wasn’t true. His own staff, including Stephanie Prince, knew as much. (Curtin later characterized this as a misunderstanding.)

Warren did not challenge Curtin’s explanations or call the attorney general’s office to explore what the city could and could not do.

Both Warren and Singletary, clearly wary of each other, memorialized their meeting afterward. Warren wrote a letter to Singletary outlining how she asserted she’d been misled or misinformed and warning Singletary he’d have to do better in the future. Singletary responded with his written timeline of what he’d told the mayor and when.

Three days after the meeting in the mayor’s office, Shields, the lawyer for the Prude family, got a call from Curtin’s office. Shields said Patrick Beath, Curtin’s No. 2, wanted to see if the family was open to “a creative solution.”

Beath said there was some hope within Warren’s administration that if the family agreed to a settlement, the city would not have to produce the video. For the mayor, he said, an early resolution “would be ideal.” It would, at minimum, allow the city to “handle” any “public messaging” concerning Prude’s death.

Beath said no one suggested the footage be made public even if a settlement were reached.

Shields said Beath proposed a settlement of under $1 million. Shields laughed. Shields wanted the footage, and demanded it again.

Prince was asked to check if the medical waiver the family had signed was valid. Prince said she could not recall who requested the check, though she did not dispute the idea that it was a ploy to again delay releasing the footage. There were no issues with the waiver.

---
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On August 12, the city law department sent the body camera footage to Shields. Prince, though, had failed to notify Curtin, her boss. When Curtin found out, his subordinates said he was apoplectic. “The city is going to burn,” he hollered. “We’re going to lose our jobs.”

Rochester’s Public Safety Building

On September 2, the Prude family and their lawyers held a news conference to announce Daniel’s death, and make public the footage of his treatment on Jefferson Avenue in the early morning hours of March 23.

In recent weeks Shields had begun to inform certain local activists, community leaders, and journalists about the troubling case, and to prepare for a concerted push to demand not just compensation for the family, but real accountability for those responsible. He said he also wanted to try and work with the community to keep the inevitable protests peaceful.

At the September 2 news conference, Joe Prude told the world he’d called police to come help his brother, not lynch him. “How did you see him and not directly say, ‘The man is defenseless, buck naked on the ground. He’s cuffed up already. Come on.’ How many more brothers got to die for society to understand that this needs to stop?’” Joe said.

The event set off days and nights of protest. The Rochester police department that had sought to hide footage of Prude’s treatment by its officers now had to confront the backlash stemming from its strategy. La’Ron Singletary’s department sent its heavily armed SWAT team and tactical unit to deal with the protests. Tear gas and PepperBall were deployed. Protesters

---
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were arrested. Some were injured, and in later court filings they would allege a disproportionate and unnecessary use of force by the department.

Local and national news organizations scrambled — both to break the news of Prude’s death and to dig into what exactly had happened.

Beginning on September 2, and in a series of public statements in the following days, Warren and Curtin told false, shifting, or incomplete versions of who had known and done what. It turned out neither the mayor nor the law department had ever told Singletary the body camera footage had been given to the Prude family. Now, with the news breaking and Rochester once more in an uproar, a senior adviser to Warren forewarned Singletary of what was to come.

“She’s going to beat you up a little bit,” Singletary said he was told. “It’s not going to be pretty, and I suggest you remain quiet, humble and take it on the chin.”

On September 2, Warren issued a statement saying she’d only been told that Daniel Prude had died of an overdose. She hadn't been told he’d been physically restrained by the officers until she viewed the video in her office on August 4, she claimed.

“What I saw in that video was a man who needed help,” Warren said. “A man who needed compassion, a man who needed humanity, a man who we should have respected, a man who was in crisis. Our response to him was wrong and we need to change how we deal with these situations going forward.”

She laid blame at Singletary’s feet. “I have addressed with the police chief how deeply and personally and professionally disappointed I am for him failing to fully and accurately

---
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inform me about what occurred with Mr. Prude,” Warren said. “He knows he needs to do better to truly protect and serve our community.”

She insisted she’d relied on Curtin’s advice that she could not disclose to the public what had happened because of the attorney general’s investigation. “I want everyone to understand and be very clear that at no point in time did we feel this was something we wanted not to disclose,” Warren said. “This is not something that’s in our wheelhouse, in our control, at this moment in time.”

“Had it been, then for me, this would be something we would have talked about months ago,” she went on.

Warren announced that she had suspended the seven officers involved in responding to the incident on Jefferson Avenue, and invited the union to sue the city if it wanted to fight the discipline. She also revealed steps the city would take to improve its handling of people in mental health crises. She said she would now require that the police department show her any footage of an in-custody death. And she said she wanted to meet with the Prude family.

“My heart is with the family of Daniel Prude,” she said. “As a mayor, mother, sister, daughter and as a Black woman, I am filled with grief and anger at myself for all of the failures that led to his death. The failure of a system, which released him merely hours after his family had him hospitalized for severe mental health issues. The failure that took place after his brother expressed concern for Mr. Prude’s life. He was dead within minutes of being in police custody. The failure of our police and all of those involved to resolve this investigation and deliver justice for Mr. Prude and his family. I must do better as the leader of this community. My fellow elected officials must do better. Our police must be better. Our health care system must do better; and our entire society must make these changes a priority. We can’t continue to fail Black lives in this way.”

Curtin soon did his own briefing with the media. He falsely spoke of having had a “deal” with the Attorney General’s Office, a claim debunked immediately by a statement from the

228 Press conference transcript.
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office.²³² It had been Rochester’s call all along about what to say, disclose, and give to the Prude family or the public.

Curtin claimed that, had the city reached a settlement with the Prude family, the mayor would have been free to discuss the case as she saw fit — something directly at odds with his claim that the attorney general’s investigation precluded talking about the case while it was ongoing. He said the city had given the Prude family the footage as a generous way to let the family “control the narrative.” “Monetizing this death,” he later added, “was solely up to the family.”²³³

At a number of meetings with reporters, Singletary was peppered with questions about what he knew and when, and what exactly he had told the mayor along the way. It turns out, he had kept detailed notes of many, if not all, of his encounters and exchanges with Warren, and investigators would later cite those notes when they determined that Singletary was being truthful when recounting for them what had happened and when.

During the news conference, Warren said she had no memory of being told by Singletary that the medical examiner had ruled Prude’s death a homicide.²³⁴ Reporters then asked Singletary, standing with Warren, if he had.

But Singletary dodged the question: “She just said she was not.” Singletary later said he feared he would be fired for contradicting the mayor. “I wasn’t going to call the mayor out publicly in a setting like that,” he said.²³⁵

The release of the video created a firestorm for Warren and her administration. There were calls for resignations and firings. Warren and City Council President Loretta Scott, political allies for years, disagreed about what Warren had told Scott about Prude’s death. Warren said she had called Scott when she first watched the footage of the arrest and been clear with her about what it showed.²³⁶ “No,” Scott shot back in a text exchange.²³⁷

---
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Singletary, angry and uncertain, turned over command of the department to his No. 2. He feared he might be too distracted or furious to do his job.

Meanwhile, Warren privately wondered about firing Singletary, and consulted with her aides. Curtin said Singletary simply had been given “too much trust” too early in his career, and that his failings in the Prude case, should not be a death sentence.

The mayor, for the moment, agreed. She said she would not be the mayor who pushed out an African American police chief. Singletary said Warren told him they were “married in this together.”

Warren’s public story, then, began to shift. In one interview, she reversed herself on Singletary’s conduct, saying he had, in fact, kept her properly informed.

On September 6, Warren declared, “I wholeheartedly believe that Chief La’Ron Singletary is the right person to lead us through these times. He was born and raised right here in Rochester. I do not believe there is another person more dedicated to changing the culture of policing than La’Ron.”

Warren also took credit that detailed evidence of the Daniel Prude incident was available at all. “Today, we know exactly what happened to Daniel Prude, and we know what happened to Daniel Prude because I was the one who brought body cameras here to this city, so that we cannot shield, we cannot hide from the truth,” she asserted. “We face it, we deal with it, and we do the things necessary to correct it.”

---
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Still, there was frustration among her staff with Singletary’s public statements. Justin Roj, the communications chief, at one moment sent a text to James Smith, the deputy mayor: “La’Ron is a joke that’s going to be the death of us.”

Roj eventually met alone with Singletary. Months earlier, Roj had been one of the administration officials Singletary had told about Prude’s death and the medical examiner's finding. But when the mayor had asked Roj about the case, Roj told her he’d never heard about it before. Shown Singletary’s message to him from April 10, Roj said he must have forgotten about it. He never opened the attachments Singletary had included, including the medical examiner’s report.

Singletary told investigators that when he was alone with Roj, the communications chief told him the news conferences were not going well, and that Singletary needed to get on the same page as the mayor.

“He started to walk me down a path that I just knew wasn’t true,” Singletary said.


Roj would later insist that he never pushed Singletary to be untruthful, and that his frustration with Singletary’s performance in front of the media had to do with questions about the police response to the protests.

In an interview for this story, Roj said he told both the mayor and the police chief that their conflicting accounts made it look as if they were lying. It was making his job as a spokesperson impossible.

“I don’t know what the story is,” he said he told them, “but I need one single story to tell.”

---
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Warren soon tasked her deputy mayor with conducting an internal investigation of the Prude case. The report blamed Singletary and Curtin for failing to responsibly serve the mayor.

But Warren at last seemed willing to take some responsibility for not acting to make public Prude’s death after seeing the footage of his arrest on August 4.

“I’m an attorney by trade and with the mindset of an attorney and not necessarily the mindset of a human being, of a mother, of a friend, of a sister, of a daughter, of a cousin,” she said in an interview with a local television journalist. “I didn’t rely on the very fabric of what makes me and my foundation and my faith and my family. … I allowed the legal mind and the legal side to win out on my humanity. And for that I apologize.”

Asked if she would resign, she said she had no intention of doing so.

A house outside Rochester

At 12:19 p.m. on September 7, Singletary got word the mayor wanted to see him privately. He figured Roj must have reported back to Warren about their meeting the day before.

Warren suggested to Singletary they meet at the house of a family member of hers. And there, at 2:20 p.m., Warren and Singletary met in the living room, with other family members in rooms nearby.

Warren said Singletary was very direct.

“I’m done with it,” he told her.
Singletary said the mayor had been attempting to ruin his character and reputation.  

“I’m sorry you feel that way,” Warren told Singletary. “That was not my intent.”

Warren seemed to blame her advisers for having portrayed Singletary as the problem.

“I shouldn’t have listened to them fools,” she said. “I am so sorry.”

Warren said Singletary told her: “People are trying to get me to lie for you. You are all throwing me under the bus for no reason.”

Singletary once more recalled the history: He had texted the mayor and spoken with her quickly; he had briefed her on the arrest, Prude’s death, and the medical examiner’s findings.

Warren checked her phone, and unearthed Singletary’s text asking to brief her on the medical examiner’s report declaring Prude’s death a homicide. She said she couldn’t recall having seen it. And she again said she didn’t remember Singletary later speaking with her by the City Hall elevator.

Singletary noted that his chief of staff had been nearby when Singletary told Warren of the medical examiner’s findings.

“There is a witness,” he said.

The early part of Singletary’s first year as chief had gone well enough that people had encouraged him to think about one day running for mayor. Now, he told that directly to Warren.

“Everybody is telling me that I should fuck you, and that I should just quit,” he said.

---
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261 Page 272 from Warren deposition: He then said, Oh, well, I should – you know, people are telling me that I just need to run for mayor. And I said, You want to run for mayor?
Warren at one point got a call from Loretta Scott, the City Council president. She took it. Scott told her she intended to have the city council conduct its own independent investigation of the administration’s handling of Prude’s arrest and death. Sworn testimony would be taken, she promised.

Warren turned her attention back to Singletary. She noted they were both African Americans born and raised in Rochester. She told him she believed he had been telling “his truth.” It just wasn't her “truth.”

The factual information Singletary believed, the mayor said, “is different than the factual information that I believe.”

“If my truth is different than your truth,” she said, “then it is what it is.”

“I believe we can get through this,” she told him. “We love this city, and we are committed to this city, and we should move forward together.”

Warren, according to Singletary, noted the impending city council investigations. She told Singletary that while there would be sworn testimony, she did not think the council’s investigation would involve examinations of their private cell phone communications.

The implication was pretty clear: she and Singletary might not have to turn over what could be incriminating information.

By Singletary’s account, Warren asked him to recite for her what his testimony would be. He started to, then thought better of it and stopped. He said she asked him not to say that he had told her early on that officers had forcibly restrained Daniel Prude. And, he said, she asked that he describe the elevator meeting “in context” — something that happened in passing and that she might not have fully absorbed.

The meeting ended at 3:50 p.m. Singletary said he took care later to memorialize his take on the two hour meeting in a note to himself. “The idea of a coverup was authored by the mayor and her staff,” he wrote.

---
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263 Page 274 of Warren deposition: And I also – you know, we talked about, you know, personal cell phones and stuff like that, and I said, You know, in the Ricky Bryant case they weren’t a part of the investigation, so I don't think that they would be a part of this. And that was basically about it
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Warren vehemently denied ever pressuring Singletary to lie for her.268

The next day, Singletary called the mayor and said he was retiring. Warren said Singletary told her he was “tired of being the bad guy.”269

A week later, Warren received her report from her deputy mayor, the one that blamed the police and law departments for misleading the mayor.270 Warren suspended Curtin, the top lawyer, and Roj, her communications chief, for 30 days.271 And she announced she was firing Singletary.272 She would not let him make it to his retirement date, when he would have formally reached 20 years of service.273

Singletary would have much to answer for: his misrepresentations of the medical examiner’s findings; his failure to make sure the mayor had seen the footage of the arrest; his decision to keep the officers involved on the street during the criminal investigation; the efforts to deny the Prude family a timely release of the footage; the possibility that his career as a cop had clouded his ability to see in the actions of the officers what others had: the unacceptably coarse and damaging mistreatment of a man in distress.

But Singletary refused to go quietly and later sued the city for wrongful termination.274 His firing, among other things, had deprived him of the lifetime health benefits he would have been entitled to after 20 years of service.

“For the last two decades I have served this community with honor, pride, and the highest integrity,” he said in making his claim against the city.275 “Mayor Warren asked me to withhold full and truthful information from the City Council … and asked, instead, to provide false information to support her public narrative.”276

---

268 Page 268 of Warren deposition: We went on to discuss the – he said, Well, people are trying to get me to lie for you. And I said, I would never ask you to lie for me…
269 Page 292 of Warren deposition: He just said that he is tired of city council, tired of being the bad guy.
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271 Page 273 of Curtin deposition: Q. Okay. That was my question. Now, Mr. Curtin, you were suspended from your employment by the mayor, right? A. Yes. Q. What is your understanding of why you were suspended? A. My understanding is based on James Smith’s allegations in his report.
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273 Page 357 of Singletary deposition: Yes. I worked 20 years for the City of Rochester and felt that I was wrongfully terminated and as a result of being terminated, I lost that benefit.
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And with that, Singletary was gone. It was less than six months from the morning he got a call about an encounter his officers had with a man in crisis.

EPILOGUE

Shortly after the Prude family released the video of Daniel’s arrest, Letitia James, the New York attorney general, formally convened a grand jury to consider charges against the officers involved. The office had taken over the case nearly five months earlier, but had not taken the step of empaneling a grand jury until Rochester had exploded in anger.

In February 2021, James announced that the grand jury had voted 15-5 not to indict.

“I’m dumbfounded right now,” Joe Prude, Daniel’s brother, said of the grand jury’s decision. “The whole world watched it. How else did he stop breathing?”

The Prude family and one of its lawyers criticized James and her office for not making an aggressive enough case before the grand jury, speculating that James was worried she could not prevail at any trial and had simply gone through the motions of convening the grand jury as a result of the public outcry.

The grand jury had heard conflicting testimony about whether the actions of the officers were responsible for Daniel’s death. One expert said the pressure applied by the officer with a knee on Daniel’s back prevented his lungs from gaining adequate oxygen. Another said the fact the officers had kept or left a handcuffed man prone on his stomach for three minutes had led to his death. A third cited excited delirium as the cause of death, asserting it had caused him to go into cardiac arrest.

Claims of excited delirium have surfaced as an element in numerous controversial deaths at the hands of police. The alleged condition has not been recognized by either the American Medical Association or the American Psychiatric Association. Two years ago, a group of prominent neurologists said assertions of excited delirium amounted to “a misappropriation of
medical terminology, used by law enforcement to legitimize police brutality and to retroactively explain certain deaths occurring in police custody.”

In her report, though, James insisted there was some medical opinion that regarded excited delirium as real and dangerous.

“While I know that the Prude family, the Rochester community, and communities across the country will rightfully be devastated and disappointed, we have to respect this decision,” James said. “The current laws on deadly force have created a system that utterly and abjectly failed Mr. Prude and so many others before him. Serious reform is needed, not only at the Rochester Police Department, but to our criminal justice system as a whole.”

The Attorney’s General’s Office rejected the criticisms of the Prude family, saying it would never engage in some kind of sham grand jury proceeding. Indeed, the office noted that James took the rare step of releasing the minutes of the grand jury presentation for all to see and evaluate. She also issued a 112-page report on her office’s investigation.

“We concluded that there was sufficient evidence surrounding Mr. Prude's death to warrant presenting the case to a grand jury, and we presented the most comprehensive case possible,” James said when releasing her report.

A month after the attorney general’s announcement, the Rochester City Council issued the findings of its own investigation. The report concluded that Mayor Lovely Warren and her administration had worked to suppress the facts of the Prude tragedy. Andrew Celli, a lawyer and the son of a former Rochester City Council member, laid out the investigation’s findings in a detailed and withering report.

“It is not for the special council investigator to pass judgment on whether the decisions by Rochester officials not to disclose the arrest and death of Daniel Prude were right or wrong," Celli wrote. "The judges of that question are the citizens of the city of Rochester, and the public at large.”

Warren survived the damning findings of the investigation, and the city formally defended her actions, and one final time placed blame on former Police Chief La’Ron Singletary: “At all times, Mayor Warren spoke based on the facts known to her at the time, and to the extent

---
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those facts were misleading in any way, that is a direct result of the misleading way in which former Chief Singletary relayed information to the mayor.\textsuperscript{285}

But Warren’s run as mayor of Rochester would end seven months later when she was indicted on criminal charges of campaign finance violations. She resigned as part of a plea agreement admitting her guilt.\textsuperscript{286}

Bill Johnson, Rochester’s first Black mayor, had admired Warren, and for a time he considered it his role to tell her things she needed to know but might not want to hear. In June of 2020, just seven weeks before Warren watched the Daniel Prude video in her office, the mayor had named Johnson to be a chairman of the newly formed Commission on Racial and Structural Equity.\textsuperscript{287} “This commission will be empowered to examine and develop policies and legislation to overcome systematic and institutional inequities as well as racism in Rochester,” Warren announced.

Johnson took the assignment with enthusiasm and a degree of growing wariness. Once invited to tell Warren difficult truths, he had come to suspect she wasn’t really listening.\textsuperscript{288}

When Johnson learned of Daniel Prude’s death at the hands of the Rochester Police, he was incensed. Not just about the loss of life, but about what he regarded as Warren’s duplicity.\textsuperscript{289} He had been sworn in by Warren in August, after she had watched the video of Prude’s arrest. That she did not tell the commission members felt like a betrayal.

Johnson said the commission members demanded Warren explain herself. A number threatened to resign.\textsuperscript{290}

“We have no trust in you,” Johnson told the mayor. “You were dishonest.”\textsuperscript{291}

Warren was no victim, Johnson said. The scandal, he said, was “entirely of her own making.”\textsuperscript{292}

In an interview for this story, Warren once more maintained she never believed Daniel Prude had died of anything but an overdose until she watched the body camera footage in her office on August 2, 2020. She claimed the City Council’s investigation did not convincingly
make the case that Singletary had been clear with her about the circumstances of Daniel’s arrest and death.  

"I know a lot of people believe that I should be angry," said Warren. "I'm not bitter or angry at any of those people or for what happened. I'm angry with myself for not asking to see the video when I got the call that a guy was out there and had overdosed while being taken into custody. I should have asked to see that video, and I take full responsibility for that. And anything that transpired after that, it's on my shoulders because I did not ask to see the video."  

Justin Roj, Warren’s former spokesperson, maintained in a recent interview that he had done nothing wrong throughout the debacle. His claim that Singletary had told him only that Prude had died of an overdose had drawn the skepticism of investigators, since Singletary had, by email, called the death a homicide and mentioned that the man had resisted arrest. In the interview, Roj stood by his account. He said he had regarded both his former boss and the former police chief as public servants committed to police reform. He trusted throughout, he said, that they were acting in good faith.

Today, though, that opinion has changed. “Either Warren and Singletary had a plan to minimize Prude’s arrest and death, and it went terribly wrong,” Roj said, “or Singletary lied from the start and to everyone.

“But I don’t know which is true."  

Tim Curtin, the city’s top lawyer, also resigned amid angry calls from the public and elected officials for him to go. In an interview, Curtin alleged that the investigation done by Andrew Celli was not truly independent. The city would not let Celli be interviewed.

Curtin said he’d never knowingly misled the mayor or the public. He said the claims that he had said the city would burn or that he and others would lose their jobs if the Prude video became public were either erroneous or had been taken out of context.

Singletary and Loretta Scott, the former City Council president, did not respond to repeated requests for an interview. James Smith, Warren’s deputy mayor, declined to be interviewed. The city of Rochester would not allow city lawyers Stephanie Prince and Patrick Beath to be interviewed.
Singletary’s suit against the city was settled for $75,000. Celli, the city council investigator, had to go to court to compel Singletary to sit for a deposition. Singletary demanded that his deposition be taken in public — in the chambers of the City Council, where it was live streamed to the citizens of Rochester. In November 2021, Singletary announced he was running for Congress.

“Join me in bringing common sense back to public safety and our government,” he said in announcing his bid. “The time is now!” Singletary won the Republican nomination but lost in the general election earlier this month.

The future of Rochester’s most distinctive effort at police reform — the creation of an independent board empowered to directly discipline officers — is uncertain. The police union has so far won several rounds in court, persuading judges that giving the board disciplinary powers violated the city’s contract with the union.

However, the federal class action lawsuit against the Rochester Police Department has survived efforts to have it dismissed, and is moving forward.

In early October, the Prude family settled its lawsuit with the city of Rochester. The city, admitting no wrongdoing, agreed to pay the family $12 million.

Joe Sexton was a longtime reporter and editor at the New York Times and ProPublica. His first book, The Lost Sons of Omaha, will be published by Scribner in May.
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